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Margaret Pearson came to Skidmore College in 1980 and leaves after thirty years.  During this period, 
as a member of the History Department, she taught Chinese and Japanese history and in the core 
curricula.  In addition, she directed the Asian Studies Program (1986-90), chaired the History 
Department (1999-2001), and chaired the University Seminar on Traditional China at Columbia 
University (1990-92). While directing the interdisciplinary Asian Studies Program, she worked with 
Joel Smith in philosophy and Steve Hoffmann in government to develop a plan to enrich the offerings 
in the program. Realizing that the College could not fund all the needed positions, she proposed 
seeking external funding for the College’s first Chinese language position. Working with then-
president David Porter, future trustee Oscar Tang, and members of the Development Office, the plan 
was implemented in 1987. 
 
Beginning in 1981, Margaret introduced Skidmore students to the major schools of early Chinese 
thought in a course later known as “Change in Early China” and, most recently, as “Chinese 
Wisdom.” This course considered phases of the Eastern Zhou period (770 BCE to 221BCE), a time 
marked by centuries of civil war which culminated in the unification of China.  From the strife of this 
Warring States Period emerged a variety of schools of thought with differing understandings of human 
nature, education, and the route to enduring peace. Margaret was particularly fond of Xunzi’s writing 
from this period and the sage advice he offered in the following quote: “To be refined in purpose, rich 
in moral acts, and clear in understanding; to live in the present and remember the past – these are 
things within your own power. Therefore scholars cherish what is within their power and do not long 
for what is not.” Students appreciated Margaret’s use of kindness and humor as well as rigor in her 
teaching, advising, and mentoring. 
  
During her sabbatical leaves, she wrote and studied at Clare Hall, Cambridge University, where she 
became a life member.  She has also conducted research at the Needham Research Institute, a centre 
for the study of the history of East Asian science in England, and at Harvard University.  She 
completed her dissertation while teaching at Skidmore, and published the first translation of Wang 
Fu’s Comments of a Recluse in 1989, dedicating it to the many Chinese martyrs for democracy of that 
year.  This book explores the best methods for identifying and employing worthy scholar-
administrators, and encourages all to seek utility rather than perfection, through finding effective uses 
for flaws as well as strengths. 
 
Margaret led two Skidmore study tours in China, and a third in 1989 was planned but cancelled due to 
the massacres that ended the democracy movement of that year.  She also represented Skidmore 
College by traveling to Qufu Normal University in Shandong Province to observe the teaching of its 
faculty and to recommend bringing a Chinese artist to teach at Skidmore. In conjunction with Murray 
and Tina Levith, David Porter, Phyllis Roth, and Mao Chen, Margaret helped Skidmore to forge a 
formal affiliation and exchange program with Qufu in 1990, through which about a dozen Skidmore 
faculty members visited and taught at Qufu and several of its faculty members came to Skidmore. 
Since then numerous Skidmore alumni have spent the year following graduation working as teachers 
of English at Qufu or other Chinese universities. 
 
Based on the teaching of “Chinese Wisdom” and research that began in 1997, Margaret produced a 
new translation of the ancient classic I Ching or Book of Changes. It is the first translation to 
recognize that women as well as men have used this book and guided others in responsible positions.  
The Original I Ching: An Authentic Translation of the Book of Changes is being published in 2011 by 
Tuttle Publishing. An early reader has praised the new translation saying it “stands out for its fidelity 
to the oldest and deepest layer of the text, cutting through centuries of later commentary. Her lucid 
explanations of the hexagram texts will be of great service to those who seek to use this ancient 
compendium of wisdom as a guide to introspection and self-cultivation in our own time.” 
  



Margaret plans to spend the first semester of her retirement traveling to introduce her new book to 
readers in the United States and overseas and meeting with former students along the way.  
 
 


